
Hi, I’m Jenna! Welcome to my party.

I made this Instagram Mastery Manual for you to show you around a bit.

It’ll tell you about my program INSTAGRAM: YOUR MAGIC MARKETING
MACHINE and the 3 phase process I teach for creating an Instagram
presence that makes your biz SHINE online.

I’ve helped tons of go-getters like you grow their audience (and their
businesses) with gorgeous, engaging Instagrams without spending hours
and hours online.

This Instagram Mastery Manual is packed with actionable tips and
it will blow you away when you realize just how easy it can be for
you to build a community around your beautiful brand. 

Instagram is about to become your magical
marketing machine.

Instagram

Mastery Manual

“...[Jenna] gave me so many helpful things to think
about as I begin to grow my brand. Jumping into

something you know nothing about is daunting, but
thanks to Jenna, I no longer feel overwhelmed."

- J. Caruana, Foodie Influencer
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First, rediscover your big, beautiful business goals and I’ll show you
the quickest route to creating a clear, consistent online brand.

Next, you’ll own the Instagram Algorithm and start growing your
online community. No cheap tricks, or gross tactics: we’re gonna be
genuine and marketing-savvy and attract followers who care about
you.

In Phase 3 you’ll become a content machine by creating a custom
Instagram post strategy specific to you and your goals.

There are 3 phases, each designed to help you create a totally
personalized Instagram strategy.

Better yet, you’ll start managing your new bustling account in just a
few minutes a week. 

Here’s how the 
MAGICAL MARKETING

MACHINE
3 Phase Process works.

AKA your Instagram
becomes a magic
marketing machine.
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I get it. As a business owner, just like you, I know what it's like to have A
LOT on your plate. 

That's why the first step to mastering The ‘Gram is taking this opportunity
to Get Your Sh*t Together.

We’re gonna tidy things up, get organized, be practical and intentional
with how your business looks online. 

Think of this step as branding, made easy.

I’ll also show you exactly how I organize my photos, docs, and branding
materials in a way that saves me a TON of time while managing multiple
social media accounts. 

PHASE ONE:

GET YOUR SH*T TOGETHER

hint:

teeheehee...

read on for some spicy Instagram tips



Firstly, not having your photos organized is stressing you out. Full stop.

Secondly, every minute you spend searching through the 1000 pictures
saved to your camera roll... is one minute you could have spent
warming up a lead on Instagram. 

Lemme guess… your future instagram posts are saved ‘somewhere’ in
your iPhone albums?

It’s cool. I gotchu. We’re gonna sort all that sh*t out.

Why? 

Seriously… If it takes you 3 minutes to hunt down a photo… say, 3 times a
week… that’s 7+ hours a year. 

LET'S TALKLET'S TALK  

ABOUT YOUR PHONEABOUT YOUR PHONE

pssst... 

This organization system will require no
upkeep. Once you put it into action, it'll

keep saving you time for ever and
always.

A disorganized Instagram strategy
just lost you an entire work day.

YUP. Those minutes add up fast.



Winging it with your branding might feel like it's saving you time, but it’s
actually making your image inconsistent and less appealing to new
customers. 

C L E A R Brand Guidelines are the fastest route to having a beautiful,
consistent ‘page aesthetic’, which gives your followers confidence that
you take your work seriously and you know what you’re doing. 

This is also gonna save you tons of time when you’re communicating
with web developers, graphic designers, photographers etc. 

It’s super common among freelancers, and small business 
owners to not have OFFICIAL BRAND GUIDELINES.

When we GET YOUR SH*T TOGETHER we’re going to lock in your brand
voice and vibe, organize your materials and get consistent.

YOUR BRANDINGYOUR BRANDING

WHY YOU WANT THIS:WHY YOU WANT THIS:

When your business explodes you’re gonna wanna pass this
whole job off to a Social Media Manager (not unlike myself) so

getting all this sh*t organized now will set you and 
future you up for success.

SET UP FOR SUCCESSSET UP FOR SUCCESS
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“Jenna helped me establish a clear vision for my brand,
identify the values I wanted to communicate, guided me

through creating new connections and held my hand
through the whole process!”

-Lana, Lawyer

ASK YOURSELF:

What is my Instagram posting process like from
beginning to end? Would I feel less stress if I had a
strategy?

Could I explain my “brand” to someone quickly and
effectively… or am I usually wingin’ it?

What would my life be like if I got 3 new leads this
week?

Q:Q:

Q:Q:

Q:Q:
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The main concept I live by on Instagram might shock you… 

My goal is NEVER to get you a bazillion followers. 

My goal is for you to make money. 

Plain and simple.

I would rather you have 1000 followers who actually BUY from you,
rather than 10k followers who don’t.

It’s way easier to market your product/service online than it is to become
some famous influencer.

When you think about it… Doesn’t that take a load of stress off your back?

PHASE TWO:

OWN THE ALGORITHM

In Instagram: Your Magic Marketing Machine I’ll tell you all about
the Instagram algorithm and how to use it to your advantage and

convert your followers to sales.

But you can start right now! 

HERE’S HOW:
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Are you prioritizing content creation (making posts) over audience
building (hanging out with your followers)?

That’s natural; most small business owners are!

I’ve had people tell me they ‘heard’ they were ‘supposed’ to post 5x day in
order to grow on Instagram… How EXHAUSTING!

In my 5 years in the marketing biz I’ve never once recommended a 5
post/day strategy.

In fact, I’ve managed successful Instagram accounts that post 2x a WEEK!

The posts aren’t the most essential element... The audience building is.

Instead of posting to instagram today (yes, omg a social media manager
telling you NOT to post) try this...

GROWING YOUR AUDIENCEGROWING YOUR AUDIENCE

PRO TIP:PRO TIP:
LIKE 10 images posted by people you already follow
WRITE 5 genuine comments on posts made by 3 of your past customers
MESSAGE 1 person and thank them for supporting your business

(on the next page, I'll
explain why this works)www.parkdalerepublic.com



Why we LIKE 10 - We’re gonna WAKE UP YOUR FEED. 
The algorithm is programmed to show you more content from the people
you engage with. So, by engaging with people who follow you, you
increase the likelihood they will see your next post.

Why we WRITE 5 - Show them YOU HAVE ARRIVED
In order to grow your following you’ve gotta show up in front of people! If
the customers you hunt down weren’t already following you, you’ve now
taken initiative and got their attention!

Why we MESSAGE 1 - Build your BRAND AMBASSADORS
On top of the benefits listed above, adding gratitude into your Instagram
presence does worlds of good. 

For starters, simply by telling your supporters you appreciate them, they
start transforming from silent supporters into brand ambassadors.

“After just a week of implementing [Jenna’s] tips and advice
I've seen such a big difference in my following and

engagement...”

- K. Baresic, Holistic Nutrition Coach

LIKE 10 

 

WRITE 5 

 
MSG 1 
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ASK YOURSELF:

Have I been making my goal to gain followers, or to
make money?

What do I know about the mysterious Instagram
algorithm? Could I market my business more
effectively if I knew more about it?

When was the last time I personally connected with my
followers?

Have I told you about my FREE 
Instagram Masterclass yet?

Click to get on the waitlist!.

Q:Q:

Q:Q:

Q:Q:
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Owning The Algorithm is going to build your Instagram audience and
get your posts seen. 

PHASE 3: BECOME A CONTENT MACHINE will ensure the posts your
future customers see are the BEST ones.

It will also cut #SocialMediaOverwhelm out of the equation.

I’ve written well over 5 000 social media posts and I’ve never run out
of ideas, thanks to the system I’m going to teach you.

Once you’ve followed Instagram: Your Magic Marketing Machine’s
step-by-step process, you’ll know how to create top quality, on-brand
posts quickly.

Hmm.. I think i’ll call this... 

PHASE THREE:

BECOME A CONTENT
MACHINE

Jennas-Infinite-Content-Engine.
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One of the chief Instagram challenges freelancers and small business
owners come to me with, is they don’t know what to post.

“I’m not creative enough”

“I run out of ideas”

I hear this All. The. Time.

That’s why I developed: JENNAS-INFINITE-CONTENT-ENGINE

I teach my students to create posts in 3 important categories.

     Posts that ENTERTAIN.
     Posts that ENGAGE.
     Posts that SELL.

IS THIS YOU?IS THIS YOU?

 
SELL

ENTERTAIN

ENGAGE

Learning how to balance these 3 elements is how I help my students create
Instagram accounts that STAND OUT among their competitors, BUILD

ENTHUSIASTIC FOLLOWERS, and CONVERT their Instagram presence to SALES.

And they do it all without ever running out of ideas.
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Here’s one spicy trick from POSTS THAT SELL that every small business
owner should be doing: 

Every time a customer asks you a question 
about what you sell, make a post about it.

If one customer is thinking it, others likely are too. 

You may have just spotted a hole in your messaging, a misconception
about your industry, a relatable nugget that makes your followers say
‘ohhhhhh’.

The answer to this question could be the ONE THING that has been
holding someone back from purchasing from you.

And because you listened to your customers, you spotted that opportunity,
and you took action; you just wrote a post that SELLS.

MAKING POSTS THAT SELLMAKING POSTS THAT SELL

MARKETING PSYCHOLOGYMARKETING PSYCHOLOGY

“...We continue to refer back to [Jenna's] practical guidance and advice and
always have her voice in mind whenever we share content.

The framework she gave us has been a huge help as we continue to grow with
our audience..."

-Marlo, Productivity Trainer
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ASK YOURSELF:

Am I creating posts that convert my followers to sales?

Am I posting sales pitches that fall flat?

Am I excited to make Instagram my primary means of
marketing?

Q:Q:

Q:Q:

Q:Q:

Get ready... we're almost there
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If you’re ready to rediscover your goals, create a gorgeous Instagram
presence, grow your audience, and build an enthusiastic community
to support your brand, I’d love for you to join me in INSTAGRAM: Your
Magic Marketing Machine.

Click HERE to get on the waitlist!

While you wait for enrolment to open, check out my videos on YouTube,
where I share loads of free information on how to successfully manage
your own social media.

INSTAGRAM: Your Magic Marketing Machine culminates in teaching you
how to manage your new Instagram in just a few minutes a day.

By then, you’ll be a well-oiled content machine.

Instagram

Mastery Manual

There will be a few emails from me landing 
in your Inbox this week.

They'll be packed with more spicy social media 
knowledge and info on my upcoming 

FREE Instagram Masterclass. 
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